INTRODUCTION
Let X be a finite set and suppose that 7r(x) > 0, E r(x) = 1 is a probability distribution on X from which we wish to draw samples. The Metropolis (or Metropolis-Hastings) algorithm is a widely used procedure for drawing approximate samples from 7r, which works by finding a Markov chain on X with 1r as stationary distribution and using the well-known fact that after running the chain for a long time it is approximately distributed as vr.
An important feature of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is that it can be applied when vr is known only through ratios vr(x)/17(y). This allows the algorithm to be used without knowing the normalizing constant: for example, if vr is specified as 7r(x) oc e-fH(x), which is in practice impossible to sum if X is very large as happens in many problems in statistical physics, or 7r(0) ox P(O)L(x, 0) as happens in Bayesian posterior distributions when P is a prior and L is a likelihood.
The algorithm is widely used for simulations in physics, chemistry, biology and statistics. It appears as the first entry of a recent list of great algorithms of 20th-century scientific computing [4]. Yet for many people (including the present authors) the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm seems like a magic trick. It is hard to see where it comes from or why it works. In this paper we give a development which explains at least some of the properties of the algorithm and we also show how there is a The mechanics of the algorithm are simple to explain. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm takes a base chain given by an absolutely arbitrary stochastic matrix K(x, y) and transforms this into a stochastic matrix M(x, y) that is reversible with respect to ir, that is, one such that This implies that 7r is a stationary distribution for M, and so we have found the required Markov chain.
The transformation is easy to implement. If In this paper we show that the MetropolisHastings algorithm can be characterized geometrically as a projection in a particular L1 norm onto R(7r), the set of 1r-reversible Markov chains as in (1.1). Because projections minimize distances, this shows that M is in this sense the closest reversible kernel to the original kernel, and hence it is a natural way in which to construct a good chain with 7r as its limiting distribution.
As an example, consider the 2 x 2 case. Then a stochastic matrix Since F(y, x) = (1/R(x, y))F(x, y) < 1 we must also have F(x, y) < R(x, y) and so (3.3) 0 < F(x, y) < min(1, R(x, y)).
The point now is that F(x, y) may be chosen arbitrarily to satisfy (3.3) for some fixed orientation of pairs and then F(y, x) is forced by (3.2). This gives all modifications. We summarize. 
MORE GENERAL SPACES
It is possible to extend Theorem 1 to general spaces. Let X be a complete separable metric space. Let Au be a a-finite measure on X and 7r(x) a strictly positive probability density with respect to ,u. Let / be the set of Markov kernels K(x, dy) on X x X having measurable densities k(x, y) with respect to pA, with a possible atom at x allowed. The 
